USA vs AL-ARIAN

Saturday,
April 26
7:00 PM

Rice Media Center
at
Rice University

Corner of Stockton
and University Blvd.

Sponsored by
Huston Indymedia
houston.indymedia.org
and
Houston Palestine Film Festival
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For more information email
info@hpff
or call
(713) 402-8373

A family facing
charges of terrorism
disCOVERS truth and justice
— the American way

Winner
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Official Selection
Hot Docs
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Dalchows Verden Presents
A Line Halvorsen Documentary

Line Halvorsen as "USA vs AL-ARIAN"
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Nabila Al-Arian

Abdullah Al-Arian
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Leena Al-Arian
Ali Al-Arian
Lama Al-Arian
George W. Bush
John Ashcroft
Paul L. Perez
Linda Moreno
David Cole

Stein Bergestad
Tonio Winterkemper
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Erling Rein
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Gro Vyk
Matthias Thorsen
Tune Andersen
Jon Dalchow
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The Norwegian Film Institute
Eyvind World
The Norwegian Film Fund
Nordic Film and TV Fund
Midtnorsk Filmcenter
Exposed Film
The Freedom of Expression Foundation

www.usaversusarian.com
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